THE GLOWWORM CAVE - Yr 2: . This week the Glowworm cave
has been learning about daffodils, Daffodil Day and what it means.
We are all looking forward to dressing in yellow and raising money.

COMMUNITY
NEWSLETTER
Term 3 Week 3
12th August 2022
FROM THE PRINCIPAL:
Kia ora koutou,
It has been a brilliant year at Elstow Waihou school so
far, with plenty to look forward to for the rest of the
term and the year.
Our children are achieving to very good levels. The
school board recently went through our current
achievement levels and I'm delighted to report that
75% of our children are achieving at or above
expected levels in their reading, 69% in their writing
and 77% in their maths. We have seen plenty of
children accelerate their progress and are delighted
with their efforts.
Learning isn't just about reading, writing and maths
though. We are working hard on developing and
instilling our school values. This term our value is
Wae wae kai kapua - or taking risks in our learning
and problem solving. We are encouraging our children
to put themselves out there and try different
approaches and ideas to situations. It is great when
children can understand that failure is a good place to
start learning and build on that!
Our learning focus is on 'The stories that shape us'
We have been building on some of the myths and
legends that we looked at last term as part of our
Matariki mahi. The school is looking forward to our
production which is the culmination of this work and

will be shown on Week 10 of the term.
We have also had heaps of winter sports! A successful cross country was run last week with the districts
and regionals coming up in the next couple of weeks.
We have a bowls team developing their skills, rugby
experiences for our children and much more. I don't
know where we find all of the energy!
I'm really looking forward to a new teacher coming
into our school to work in the Lighthouse from next
term. Her name is Mrs. Ward and we are very excited
about what she brings as a teacher. Look out for her
starting with us soon, we will all give her a super
welcome.
Other than that, I'd like to thank our brilliant
community for your ongoing support. I know that our
PTA is currently planning a social event so keep your
eyes peeled for a special night coming up.
Finally, I thought I would mention that I have just
completed my first year at Elstow Waihou. It has been
an amazing year and I have enjoyed (almost) every
minute of it. Thanks to everyone for your kindness
and support from a personal perspective.
All the very best from me!
Doug

THE LAB - Yr 7/8: We have been off to a busy start this term with speech writing, perspective art and working
with angles, not to mention cross country, production prep and more! We have class speeches starting to be
shared next week and class, school and rural finals following that! The term may be halfway through but we still
have a lot to look forward to!

FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Kia Ora Elstow-Waihou community,

We are over halfway through the year already and it’s
been wonderful to have school feeling more ‘normal’.
With COVID still making the odd appearance, as well as
a lot of other nasty bugs, attendance, achievement and
positivity remains high! It is fantastic to be able to attend
events, parent teacher interviews and school trips once
again.

THE STUDIO Yr 3: .Daffodil day art, Coding,

Lego, Maker Space and special learning time
with Chai (Mrs White’s puppy)

Alex Daroux, Tim Keir, Kelly Reith, Shannon Wilson and
myself, Natasha Sutcliffe remain on the board, following
the recent board nomination process. As there were only
five nominations there was no need for an election. We
sadly farewell Wendy Oliver who has represented staff
on the board for over six years. We welcome Rachel
Barker as our new staff rep. A big thank you to Jeff
Bolstad who once again helped with the election as our
returning officer. The role of the board is to oversee the
governance of our school, set the overall strategic
direction for the school and to ensure everything that
needs to be done gets done – legally, ethically, and as
well as possible in the best interest of our students. Our
board is passionate about our school and is looking
forward to representing you over the next three years.
We are pleased to announce that the zone for ElstowWaihou School has been finalised. This has been a huge
undertaking over the last year and we are grateful to
all members of our community who have been involved.
Thanks to community support, we have managed to
ensure Waihou is included within our school zone and
we believe this is a great outcome. As most of you know,
our school has been over capacity for some time and
we needed to implement an enrollment scheme to keep
our school at a manageable size for the amount of
classrooms and facilities we have. This will come into
effect on the 17th October. It is important to note, all siblings of children who live out of zone are “grandparented”
in, meaning they are automatically able to enroll. We will
also have some available spaces where children can be
balloted in from out of zone depending on available
space. Please talk to Doug if you have any questions.
We are working hard on design ideas for solving our
car park issue. We acknowledge the difficulties and
frustrations in this area and we are currently waiting for
design drawings to be developed so we can obtain cost
information and determine the way forward. It is a difficult
and expensive undertaking and we want to get it right.
The first step you may spot is the carpark tree coming
down in the holidays. Thank you for your patience as
we work through this project.

THE ROCKETSHIP - Yr 1: Kiwi art based on our
production story, “How the Kiwi Lost His Wings.”

Lastly, what a huge success our new playground is!
This has been another big achievement for our school
who sadly found the playground beyond repair a year
ago. Our amazing Elstow-Waihou community combined
their enthusiasm, skills, time and money and a year later,
we have one amazing playground for our tamariki!
Thank you to everyone involved in this project, what
an achievement!
Ka kite
Natasha Sutcliffe
School Board

School Cross Country Results 2022

5yr Girls: Luca Rutherford, Catherine Wilding, Hazel O’Brien
5yr Boys: Jack Coombe, Connor Slattery, Cade Taylor
6yr Girls: Zoe Freeman, Isabel Rolton, Stella Torrens
6yr Boys: Travis Allison, Corban Mangin, Johnny Denize
7yr Girls: Indiarna Rutherford, Harper Wahanui, Isabella Aitken
7yr Boys: Anirudh Adhikari, Liam Baker, Jayden Jones
8yr Girls: Jessie van den Heuvel, Livy van Kessel, Taylah Dalley
8yr Boys: Liam Taylor, Ryan Slattery, Riley Harris
9yr Girls: Georgia Bell, Madison McLean, Aria Abrams
9yr Boys: Regan Harris, Fergus Keir, Reid Farmer
10yr Girls: Heidi Morris, Katelynn Dalley, Summer Bell
10yr Boys: Kase O’Reilly, Caleb Richards, Shylo Phimester
11yr Girls: Devan Hotene, Mercedez Allen, Mylie Hannah
11yr Boys: Logan Dickey, Leighton Marshall, Joel O’Reilly
12yrs+ Girls: Breanna Darby, Payge Dickey, Maia Bell
12yrs+ Boys: Jayden Baker, Cohen Phimester

CALF CLUB DAY: Wednesday 19th October
Don’t forget to get your Calf Club entries in to the school office!!

THE BEEHIVE –Yr 1:
The Beehive have been
busy working on our
daffodil art over the past
few weeks, We have
finished a daffodil dye.
We have also made a
collage picture and a
paint picture of a garden
bed of daffodils using a
range of techniques to
apply the paint. We are
excited for spring in
The Beehive!

THE LIGHTHOUSE - Yr 7/8: W e have settled into Term 3 with

ease. They are continuing to develop their self-management skills,
and are motivated and positive in their approach to their learning. They
are working solidly on their speeches and practising their parts for the
up and coming production. It was great to see many of the class participate in the Cross Country last week.
The Lighthouse students have been learning about the different
aspects of Geometry. They used their knowledge of symmetry and
tessellation to create intricate and beautiful patterns. The tessellation
patterns demonstrate their understanding of how patterns work
together. As part of the Geometry lessons they constructed these 3D
shapes. In order to do this, they had to understand the properties of 3D
shapes.

THE WORKSHOP - Yr 4: A sample of
Winter Sunscape artwork and story writing
from the Workshop children

